Significant colour discrepancies between stereo images have severe impacts on stereo matching algorithms, which depend on colour similarity. To address this problem, a region-wise colour correction method is proposed in this paper. First, the source image, which is to be corrected, is segmented into a set of regions using the mean-shift method. SIFT features are extracted from both the source image and the reference image, and then matched. The matched SIFT pairs are refined by exploiting epipolar geometry constraint. Based on the segmentation result and the refined SIFT matches, the regional correspondences between two stereo images are estimated. Then, each matched region pair is used to compute a local colour correction function. A set of colour weight maps is calculated for these functions. Last, to alleviate the colour transformation discontinuities along the region boundaries and facilitate a smooth colour correction globally, the corrected colour is obtained by combining the colour correction functions using the colour weighting maps. We apply the proposed local colour correction method to stereoscopic images before conducting stereo matching. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm can effectively and robustly alleviate the colour discrepancies, and improve the accuracy of stereo matching.
Introduction
Stereo matching is one of the key steps for estimating depth information in stereo vision. Numerous stereo matching algorithms have been proposed [20, 21] . Each algorithm requires a matching cost to measure the similarity of image locations. These matching costs are based on the assumption, that pixels corresponding to the same scene point have similar or ideally the same value in the stereo images [12] . However, this assumption is difficult to be satisfied in practical applications. Various factors, such as slightly different camera settings, varying lighting conditions or non-Lambertian surfaces of objects in a scene, etc, inevitably cause radiometric differences between stereo views.
The simplest matching cost assume same or similar intensities at the corresponding scene points, and more complicated costs, explicitly or implicitly, allows a certain degree of radiometric differences. Recent studies for stereo matching focus on dealing with the robustness of matching cost under various conditions. Bleyer et al. [2] and Chambon [3] evaluated different colour spaces via the matching costs, i.e. absolute difference (AD) and squared difference (SD), for improving the accuracy of stereo matching. Census transform [31] , the approximation of mutual information [32] and other matching costs [11, 16] , have been proposed to take radiometric differences into account. However, none of the current prevalent matching costs can handle strong radiometric differences successfully, according to the survey by Hirschmuller and Scharstein [12] . The stereo matching algorithms may suffer from these colour discrepancies, and leads to the matching ambiguities. Our aim is to correct significant colour discrepancies and improve the colour consistency between two stereo images, to improve the accuracy of stereo matching finally.
A typical method for alleviating colour discrepancies is to calibrate the discrepancies by employing a professional colour calibration pattern before image acquisition [8, 13] . Under a common colour model, identical colours have the same value. Although this solution is often workable, the operations of this colour calibration scheme are inconvenient and infeasible in some cases. Once the illumination is altered, the entire tedious procedure must be repeated. Such colour calibration works well for indoor scenes. However, in cases which images are retrieved from the Internet [9] , calibrating colours in advance is impossible.
Alternative approaches involve colour correction methods, such as colour transfer, colour mapping, colour correction, and other. The differences among these methods are not technically distinct [29] . The purpose of these techniques is to establish the photometric correspondence between the colours of one image and the colours of another image. The image that is adopted as a reference is referred to as the reference image, whereas the image to be corrected is referred to as the source image. Thus, the colour correction is a process of transforming the colours of the source image so that its colour appearance is consistent with that of the reference image.
Colour correction is an effective way for balancing colour discrepancies; it has been extensively adopted in many computer vision and computer graphic applications. Although many colour correction methods exist, few methods have been specially extended to stereo vision applications to address the colour inconsistency problem. Compared with the general cases, stereo images represent the same scene taken from two adjacent shooting angles. The majority of the pixels in one image have corresponding pixels in the other image, which is a strong prerequisite for colour correction.
In this paper, a robust region-wise colour correction approach, which produces consistent colour appearances between stereo images, is proposed. The main idea is to compensate the colour discrepancies region by region. Instead of addressing the complex problem of consistent segmentations between two input images [23, 26] , regional correspondences are established by mapping the segmentation of the source image to the reference image. For each pair of corresponding regions, a local colour correction function is computed by collecting the local colour statistics. To eliminate colour transformation discontinuities across regions, a weighted combination scheme of all the local colour correction functions is utilized to generate the corrected source image. Both quantitative and qualitative comparison and analyses prove that our algorithm can effectively alleviate the colour discrepancies between two stereo images and improve the accuracy of stereo matching algorithms.
The following points highlight the contributions of this paper:
• A robust region-wise colour correction approach is proposed to solve the colour inconsistency problem between two stereo images and to meet the requirements of stereo matching.
• A practical regional correspondences estimation is proposed. Based on image segmentation and matched features, the corresponding region in the reference image can be approximately estimated for each region in the segmented source image.
• A weighted colour correction scheme is proposed. The local colour corrections are weighted to deal with the colour discontinuities across the regions in the corrected image. The corrected source image by using the global algorithm [18] ; (d) The corrected source image by using our algorithm. Note that (c) has considered the colour transformations of all the regions as a whole. Clearly, the colour details of the statue region have been lost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 describes the related works on colour correction. Section 3 details the proposed robust region-wise colour correction method. Implementation results and comprehensive comparisons are provided in Section 4. The conclusions and future works are presented in Section 5.
Related Work
According to a comprehensive evaluation by Xu and Mulligan [29] , colour correction approaches can be categorized into two classes -non-parametric methods and parametric methods. Non-parametric methods [25, 30] focus on the construction of a look-up table to directly record the mapping of a complete range of colour values. The look-up table is usually computed from the correspondence between image features or pixels in the overlapped area of two images; this process is prone to be influenced by noise or outliers. Due to the problem of robustness, non-parametric methods are generally more complex and more unpredictable than parametric methods. Therefore, we follow the parametric methods to discuss the colour correction problem.
The parametric methods assume that the colour mapping function is based on the statistics of the colour distribution in the images. They are classified into two types: global approaches and local approaches. Colour transfer is a global approach, which was proposed by Reinhard et. al [18] . In this method, the images are transformed to lαβ colour space, and the colour correction function is defined as:c
wherec src (i, j) and c src (i, j) are the corrected value and original value, respectively, at the pixel (i, j) of the source image; the variables µ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the global colour distribution; and the superscripts ref and src indicate the reference image and the source image, respectively. Fig. 1(c) shows an example using Reinhard's global method. Without simultaneous consideration of colour statistical contribution and spatial information, this method tends to produce unsatisfying results with unnatural scene details and colour distribution, e.g. the loss of details of the statue in Fig. 1(c) .
The colour correction function proposed by Reinhard et al. [18] , which is calculated by considering different colour regions as a whole in fact, is inadequate for discerning different colour statistics for complex scenes. Therefore, some local approaches [17, 23, 26] have been proposed to improve the colour correction results. The method proposed by Tai et al. [23] was recommended as the first option among local colour correction methods in the evaluation proposed by Xu et al. [29] . The input images are probabilistically segmented using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) based on their soft segmentation algorithm [24] . Then, correspondence was established to map each Gaussian component in the source image to certain Gaussian components in the reference image. Finally, the corrected colour of each pixel was obtained as a combination of the intermediate results that were produced by each Gaussian component pair according to each pixel's probability. However, the assumption of GMMs will restrict the flexibility of segmentation. Small regions may not be properly segmented if they don't contain a sufficient number of pixels to form a distinctive Gaussian component. Furthermore, the expectation maximization segmentation is computationally demanding. Other colour correction methods include computing the brightness transfer from 2D joint histograms [15] and a 2D tensor voting scheme [14] . For more detailed descriptions of different colour correction methods, readers can refer to the comprehensive survey [6, 29] .
Stereo matching estimates the pixel correspondences in two stereo images, and then compute the disparity of the scene. The colour similarity is usually adopted as matching costs. Unfortunately, colours are often not well matched due to several inevitable factors [12] , such as non-Lambertian surfaces, non-diffused illumination and etc. To reduce matching ambiguities caused by colour discrepancies, Wang et al. [27] proposed a local colour correction method. In their method, the source image was segmented into several regions and the SIFT features were matched between stereo images using an optical-flow based matching algorithm. However, the optical flow based matching method is regarded to be sensitive to colour discrepancy in the images [1] . Then, the colour of each pixel in a segmented region was corrected by adding a constant value, which is the average of colour discrepancies of the matched SIFT features in that region. Thus, the local colour correction function in their method can be considered to be constant, which does not sufficiently sample colour informations in that region, and is inadequate for the complex scenes. Furthermore, a naive region wise colour correction may lead to colour discontinuities across the regions. As an improvement, we will employ all pixels in a segmented region to compute a weighted linear local colour correction function to address these problems.
Region-wise Colour Correction for Stereoscopic images
We assume that input stereo images satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint as a prerequisite. Without a loss of generality, the left image in stereo images is assumed to be the reference image -denoted as I ref , and the right image is assumed to be the source image Isrc.
The proposed approach consists of three consecutive steps. First, regional correspondences are estimated based on the image segmentation and spatial relationship derived from matched features. Second, local colour transfer is applied to each region pair via a local colour correction function. Third, to eliminate the colour transformation discontinuities across the regions, a colour weight map is computed for every region. The final corrected colour of each pixel is calculated using the local colour functions weighted by the colour weight maps. Details of each stage are described in detail below.
Coarse Regional Correspondences
In this section, we present a method to establish the coarse regional correspondences between input stereo images. The source image is segmented into regions. Each region in the source image is projected to the reference image by a local spatial transformation, which is derived from matched SIFT features within this region. In this way, the coarse regional correspondences are established.
First, the mean-shift algorithm [5] is adopted to segment the source image into a set of regions {R 1 src , R 2 src , ..., R N src }. Each segmented region consists of several similar colours. In our method, the segmentation should be carefully tuned for the region size, colour discontinuity characteristics, etc. By carefully adjusting the parameters, we could control the size and the number of regions, and the boundaries of segmented regions will be consistent with the colour discontinuities in the source image. In this way, each segmented region can be roughly regarded as a single plane, which is meaningful to estimate the spatial transformations between two stereo images later. Compared with other segmentation methods [7, 22] , the mean-shift algorithm is more robust to noises and has lower computation complexity considering the large size of the test images.
After segmentation, the SIFT features are extracted and then matched between the two stereo images. The invariance of the SIFT features to viewpoint variation and illumination change, guarantees that we can obtain robust matches between two stereo images even with significant colour discrepancies. Fig. 2(a) shows the result of initial SIFT matches. Then, the initial matches are refined with the epipolar geometry constraint [10] as follows:
where F is the fundamental matrix between two stereo images, and Q ref , Qsrc are the matched SIFT features, respectively. The matching SIFT pairs that do not satisfy Eqn. (2) will be considered as outliers. Considering robustness and accuracy, we used the Sampson distance, rather than the algebraic distance, in both fundamental matrix estimation and outlier rejection in Eqn. (2) . The removed outliers shown in Fig. 2(b) , obviously, these features are matched inaccurately. can be described as a homography matrix induced by S k [10] . Then, R k ref is determined by projecting all the pixels in R k src into the reference image via the homography matrix, which is formulated as follows:
P k (·) can be estimated through a set of SIFT feature pairs
We calculated a numerical solution of P k (·) by minimizing the back-projection error in Eqn. (4)
where n is the number of matched SIFT feature pairs. There are three cases in a homography matrix estimation: 1) n >= 4. Based on the RANSAC method, we try many different random subsets of the matches to estimate a set of P k (·)s by minimizing the back-projection error above. For each subset, the estimated homography matrix P (·) is assessed by the number of inliers. The best one is then used again to estimate the final homography matrix for all the inliers by minimizing the back-projection error above.
2) 0 < n < 4. In this case, there is no reasonable numerical solution to minimize Eqn. (4) . As a feasible solution, the homography matrix degrades to a 2D translation (∆x, ∆y). In practise, these regions always contain small number of pixels which can be completely considered as the frontal planes, so that the above simplification is reasonable and feasible.
3) n = 0. We search the nearest matched SIFT feature with minimum Euclidean distance to this unmatched region's centre, which is the centre of the axis-aligned bounding box of this region. Then, the homography matrix of the region which contains the nearest matched SIFT feature will be applied to this unmatched region.
After homography matrix estimations, a set of regional correspondences {R k src , R k ref } is obtained by applying Eqn. (3) . In this way, most of pixels in the reference image are assigned with labels to be related to their corresponding regions in the source image. Those pixels assigned more than one label or no label, are considered to be in the occluded regions. Fig. 3 shows the consequent regional correspondences between two stereo images. In order to demonstrate the reliability of the estimation of regional correspondences, the back-projected segmentation of the source image (Fig. 3(c) ) is compared with its (c) , where the blue pixels, the red pixels and the black pixels represent the correct correspondences, the incorrect correspondences and the unmatched areas respectively. In our experiments, we found that the unmatched areas were almost overlapped with the occluded areas of the source image in subsequent stereo matching.
mean-shift segmentation ( Fig. 3(a) ). The comparison result is illustrated in Fig. 3(d) . Pixels with the same segmented labels are shown in blue, whereas the different segmented labels are shown in red. Note that the incorrect correspondences are mainly located along the boundaries of regions.
Local Colour Correction Functions
In the previous step, the regional correspondences between two stereo images were established. For a region pair {R k src , R k ref }, a local colour correction function is derived: The colour correction is performed in the lαβ colour space. lαβ colour space is one type of luminance-chrominance system which is very close to human perception, and it minimizes correlation among its colour channels for natural scenes so that can reduce the artefacts caused by channel correlation potentially [18] . For convenience, the colour correction functions can be re-formulated as a function of several parameters as follows:
In global approaches, the first three parameters in f (·) are constant for the whole image. Due to different surface reflection properties and non-uniform illumination, the colour correction functions should be different for each region. We compare Fig. 4 . Obviously, the parameters are not constant for all segmented regions. The global parameters can only provide a rough approximation of the local parameters. In the proposed approach, the parameters are constant only for each segmented region. 
Weighted Colour Correction
Due to occlusion and perspective distortion between two stereo images, the estimations of spatial relationship from feature matches are coarse and the regional correspondences may be not precise (Fig. 3(d) ). As a consequence, the local colour correction result will be discontinuous in a naive region-by-region manner, that is the corrected colour of each pixel is computed by the local colour correction function of the region to which the pixel belongs, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . To eliminate the colour transformation discontinuities and facilitate a smooth colour correction result, a weighted colour correction scheme is presented in this section.
The basic idea is to average the local colour correction functions weighted by colour and spatial distance, which is an improved Colour Influence Map (CIM). The CIM used by Oliveira et al. [17] is a colour weight mask for each region that measures the similarity between each colour pixel (i, j) and the mean colour of the region. Pixels with a colour similar to the mean colour of the current region are assigned large weights. Without consideration of spatial distance, the pixel (i, j) will be influenced by all regions. Thus, the weighted average will produce an over-smoothed result. Obviously, the regions far from the pixel (i, j) will have almost no influence on the colour of the pixel (i, j). In our method, CIM is improved by adding a spatial factors as follows:
where
W k (i, j) is the spatial weight function, where the distance between the pixel (i, j) and the region R k is defined as dist((i, j), R k ) = min{dist((i, j), r), r ∈ R k }. To reduce the computation cost, only the neighbour regions of R k are taken into consideration. F k (i, j) is the mask, where if the pixel (i, j) is in the current region R k or in the adjacent regions of R k , the f k (i, j) is 1; otherwise, 0. In Eqn. (7), α is the range bandwidth used to measure the colour similarity and β is the spatial range bandwidth used to measure the distance. Finally, the corrected colourc src (i, j) of a pixel (i, j) in the source image is calculated by averaging locally corrected colours, weighted by the improved CIMs, as follows:
where n is the number of the segmented regions of the source image, f k (µ src , µ ref ,
is the local colour correction of the k-th region, and CIM k (i, j) is the weight of pixel (i, j) in the colour influence map of the k-th region.
Experiments Results, Evaluations and Discussion
The proposed algorithm is tested on the Middlebury benchmark dataset [19] . 30 pairs of stereo images are employed in our experiments. The two images in each stereo pair are taken under different light conditions or with different exposure settings., which contain significant colour discrepancies. The left image is chosen as the reference image, and the right image is chosen as the source image. An image in the dataset can be regarded as the ground truth of the source image, which is taken under the same settings with the reference image. The ground truth disparity map for each pair of stereo images is used for later quantitative evaluation. All the experiments are executed on a computer with an Intel Core i5 CPU 3GHz and 4GB memory. The execution time for a pair of stereo images whose resolution is 1390 × 1110 is approximately 30 seconds. Most of the execution time is consumed on the mean-shift segmentation and SIFT feature matches extraction.
The mean shift parameters are carefully tuned. A large region may contain too many different colours and would result in a correction result similar to its global counterpart (Fig. 6(a) ). In contrast, a small region will be sensitive to the inaccurate estimation of spatial transformations, which may lead to an inappropriate correction result (Fig. 6(b) ). According to the analysis by Comaniciu and Meer [4] , we set the parameters of the mean-shift algorithm to σs = 25, σr = 9, M = 300 for all the tested images. The parameters of the improved colour influence map computation include the colour range α and the spatial width β. Experimental results show that the values of α and β have small impacts on the colour correction results, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . In our experiments, α is set to between 20 and 40; β is set to 10% of the image diagonal. These empirical values of the parameters can result in satisfied correction results for all the source images in the dataset.
We compare our method with three previous methods -the global approach [18] , the optical-flow based local approach [27] and the EM based local approach [23] . GL, OF and EM are used as abbreviations for these three methods respectively, and n-RW, RW are for the proposed method without and with using the weighted colour correction scheme respectively, in the reminder of the paper. The experimental results will be evaluated from three aspects.
Subjective Evaluation
First, the colour correction results are assessed in a subjective manner. We believe that human perception is a meaningful way to evaluate the results qualitatively because humans are the final evaluator. In Table. 1, the corrected source images produced A user study is designed to compare the proposed method with GL, OF and EM qualitatively. For each dataset, the reference image and four colour corrected source images are displayed in a pre-calibrated monitor simultaneously. The corrected source images are displayed in a randomized order. Then the participants need to choose the most similar corrected source image to the reference image. The participants' choices are recorded to calculate the percentage of which method produces the most similar results. We recruited 30 young people without visual weakness to attend the user study. Nearly 93.1% of the users chose the results of the proposed method as the most similar one, which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed method in terms of subjective evaluation.
colour correction results source image ground-truth GL OF EM RW Table 1 : Comparison of colour correction results for "Art" and "Moebius". From left to right, the six images are the original source image, the ground truth image, four corrected image via GL, OF, EM and RW, respectively.
Colour Similarity Evaluation
To evaluate the colour correction results quantitatively, the metric used by Oliveria et al. [17] is applied to measure the colour similarity improvement after colour correction, which is defined as follows:
The criterion CS stands for colour similarity, which is defined as the three-channel Euclidean distance between the corrected source image and the ground truth image.
CS base denotes the colour similarity between the ground truth and the original source image. CS method denotes the colour similarity between the ground truth and the corrected source image after a colour correction method, where method takes the value in {GL, OF, EM, n − RW, RW }. Thus, the metric CC method is used to describe the improvement ratio of colour similarity between the ground truth and the corrected source image. The larger the metric CC method is, the better the method is in compensating colour discrepancies. Fig. 7 shows the colour correction improvement ratio of different methods. The horizontal axis refers to the index of a pair of stereo images, valued from 0 to 29. The vertical axis refers to the improvement ratio of colour similarity after being magnified 100 times. It is visible that can correct the colour discrepancy well. First, GL tends to produce unnatural looking results, especially for the scene details, because it considers colour discrepancies in different regions as a whole. Second, OF computes a constant colour discrepancy as a local correction function. If the colours of SIFT matches are not dominant in the region, then the method will lead to incorrect correction result. The proposed method employs all pixels in the local region to compute a linear local function, rather than sampled ones. Obviously, it is more robust than OF. When the colour variations of the image are relative small, i.e., containing a small number of the regions, EM will perform the segmentation similarly with the proposed method. If the colour variations of the image are large, the GMM computation in the EM will be not convergent due to a large amount of components, which may lead to incorrect correction result. In order to assess the proposed weighted colour correction scheme, the colour correction results without the weighted scheme (n-RW) are implemented and compared with other methods as well. As shown in Fig. 7 , among five colour correction methods, the proposed method and EM perform better than the other ones. But for the images containing abundant colour variations, the proposed method performs better than EM. 
Stereo Vision Evaluation
We also evaluate our approach in terms of stereo matching. The objective is that for two stereo images with colour discrepancies, the disparity results of stereo matching can be improved after the proposed colour correction algorithm. The stereo matching algorithm [28] , which is also used in the stereo vision evaluation of the OF local method, is employed to calculate the disparity results for all datasets. The matching cost is the max absolute difference of three colour channels, which would be influenced by colour discrepancy. An inter-regional cooperative optimization has been employed to minimize the matching costs. It is one of the best ranked algorithms in the Middlebury Evaluation Website [19] .
First, the reference image and the original source image, as a stereo pair, are used to calculate a disparity map D. Then, the reference image and the corrected source image are used to calculate another disparity map D c . Disparity maps for the "Art" and "Moebius" are shown in Table. 2, while other results are shown in dropox_share_page. Influenced by the colour discrepancy, the disparity results without colour correction (Table. 2 2 nd col) have much noise and are quite different from the ground-truth disparity (Table. 2 1 st col). In contrast, because of the resemblance of colour discrepancies, smoother and more correct disparity results are obtained after using colour correction.
To evaluate the colour correction methods quantitatively, a pixel that differ from the true disparity value by more than 1 is regarded as a bad pixel. We calculated and compared the percentage of bad pixels in D and D c . Table. 3 lists the percentages of bad pixels without correction and after correction by the five methods for 27 datasets ("Computer", "Drumsticks" and "Dwaves" are not evaluated because no ground-truth disparities are provided). In Table. 3, P P denotes the bad pixels percentage of original disparity result; P P GL , P P EM , P P OF , P P n−RW and P P RW denote the bad pixels percentages of disparity results after colour correction by GL, EM, OF, n-RW and RW.
As shown in Table. 3, all percentages of bad pixels in the test datasets are decreased notably after the proposed colour correction method is used. Consistent with the colour similarity comparison results, the disparity results via the proposed method and EM outperform those via the other methods. But the disparity results via EM tend to be noisier, while the disparity results via the proposed method are smoother, especially for the images containing abundant colour variations (Table. 2). Moreover, even without using weighted colour correction, the percentage of bad pixels by the proposed method performs better than that disparity results after colour correction ground-truth without correction GL OF EM RW Table 2 : Disparity results of "Art" and "Moebius".
by OF. It can be concluded that the local colour correction function in the proposed method are more reasonable than that in OF. Some complicated similarity measures maybe handle colour discrepancies well, e.g., the census transform [31] . In order to test the necessary of colour correction, we also implemented the stereo matching algorithm via a more robust matching cost "ADcensus", which is the combination of the absolute differences measure and the census transform. According to the implementation results in Fig. 8 , we can find that, the percentage of bad pixels of disparity results via the proposed local colour correction method has decreased accordingly, compared with those without local colour correction. At least for those matching costs tested in our paper, we can draw that it is a good choice to compensate the colour discrepancies before stereo matching.
Bad Pixels Percentage (%) Dataset P P P P GL P POF P PEM P Pn-RW P PRW Table 3 : Percentages of bad pixels in disparity results. The proposed method results in better disparity results for the majority of the tested examples than other methods.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a local colour correction method to address the colour discrepancies between two stereo images. The proposed method segmented the source image into a set of regions and compensated for colour discrepancies by using a weighted combination of all regions. In this way, the global colour distribution of the corrected source image is close to the reference image while the local colour information is maintained. The detailed discussion and comparison show that the proposed method can The disparity results by using a robust matching cost "AD-census" before colour correction and after colour correction, for "Art" and "Moebius".
improve the accuracy of disparity results in stereo matching. The performance of the proposed approach relies on a reasonable segmentation and reliable SIFT feature matches. We assume that each segmented region corresponds to a scene plane. Under this assumption, the spatial relationship between a segmented region and its desirable corresponding region can be approximated using a homography matrix. As a result, the estimated regional correspondences are approximate. Thus seeking a consistent segmentation between the stereo images and finding the better regional correspondences will be the central focus of our future works. Finally, although our method is applied to stereo images currently, it can be extended for multi-view application in a straightforward way.
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